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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
Winter is now approaching, but
with it comes many positive
changes here at our Brain Injury
Society offices.
I am happy to announce that we
have been successful in securing
some funding for new staff positions to provide additional serLinda Sankey
vice to our Brain Injury clients.
You will find Jayne Nayda taking the full time role as
Brain Injury Case Manager. Jayne comes to us with a
background in health service administration, in Australia. She is enthusiastic and eager to help with any
of the situations that you may be seeking some support in exploring solutions, whether big or small.
Jayne is enhancing the, two day per week position
that we previously had.
You will still see Annemarie de Jong at SOSBIS four
days per week. She is taking on the Stroke Navigator
Program, which is a new program we are adding.
This program will be specifically designed to help
new stroke survivors to get the services they need
following their return to home after hospital discharge. This program is planned to evolve to eventually include an educational component and a socialization component along with a Stroke Peer Support
component. If you have interest in being part of the
peer component, please connect with Annemarie to
learn more.
We have added a larger number of group programs
back in our offerings. Carolyn will be the primary
group programs person. Please note that all participants must talk to Jayne before attending programs
so we can ensure a space is reserved specifically for
you. Also, if you want to participate, we will ask you
to commit to attending all of the sessions in a series
so you can get the most benefit from the program.
This will help us to indicate to our funders the real
need for support that we know exists.
I look forward to seeing you all soon at our Annual
General Meeting on December 13. Please ensure to
RSVP by November 30 so we can make certain that
we have enough holiday food and cheer for each of
you.
Warm Regards Linda Sankey, Executive Director
BRAINWAVES

BOARD PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
I was reminded again today to
submit my message for the newsletter. I said “we always think we
have time, until we don’t have
time”. It made me think about
how quickly a year goes by and
how things can change. Good
changes, bad changes and the
people in our lives, some who
Janet Stein
come and go. Whatever it is in
your life that is going on, I wish you all moving forward peace and happiness and open hearts to accept,
adapt, share and help others in making their lives a
little easier. People can go a lot further with a little
help and a smile never hurt anyone.
Thank you for your continued support this past year!
Submitted by Janet Stein, Board President

SOSBIS Staff
Linda Sankey, Executive Director
Marjan Kroes, Executive Assistant
Bronwyn Blade, Financial Assistant
Tammy Sparkes, Receptionist
Annemarie de Jong, Acquired Brain Injury Programs
Carolyn Huston, Acquired Brain Injury Programs
Jayne Nayda, Acquired Brain Injury Programs
Monika Belovska, Tenant Support Worker
Lindsay Moore, Housing Facilitator
Lisa Fedoriw, Housing Facilitator
Crystal Kruger, Outreach Support Worker
Angie Eneas Outreach Support Worker
Opal Blackhall, Housing Locator
Michelle Harel, Tenant Support Worker
Wilma Perry, Tenant Support Worker
Gary Rich, Property Manager
Dave Gold, Building Maintenance
Luciano Monai, Building Maintenance
Jack Timmer, Building Maintenance

SOSBIS Board of Directors
Janet Stein, President
Marissa Hilton McPherson, Vice-President
Crystal Smith, Secretary/Treasurer
Don Cocar, Director
Stephen Barbour, Director
Jason Cox, Director
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NEW STAFF
I would like to introduce myself
Jayne Nayda. I am the new ABI
Case Manager for the Brain Injury Society. I am originally from
Cairns, Australia and have spent
the past four years in Canada
residing in the Vancouver area.
My fiancé and I moved to Summerland just recently and I am very excited to be given this amazing opportunity to work with the Brain
Injury Society.
I have a strong background in Case Management,
specifically Aged Care and I am looking forward to
bringing my existing skills into this role. I have already joined in a few Support Programs run by Carolyn and I am very impressed with what is being offered to clients. My role will involve working with
new and existing ABI clients and help them develop
personal goals and an individual service plan. I will
provide advocacy, education, personal support, and
referral/access to community resources. I really look
forward to meeting with you all and working with
you.

Hello, I am Michelle Harel, a
Metis woman from Thunder Bay
Ontario, who started working at
The Brain Injury Society on October 29 as a Tenant Support
Worker on the Housing Team. I
offer my experience with all peoples but mainly with the First
Nations community. The teachings the Elders have
given me have allowed me to value every person and
the journey they have walked.
I grew up in a remote community in north western
Ontario and have a deep connection to the land
where I draw my strength. My partner and I wanted
to be closer to my son, David and his family who live
in Kamloops. We also look forward to the extended
motorcycle riding season that this climate will offer
to us. I thank The Brain Injury Society for the opportunity to be a part of the growing housing solutions
in Penticton and area and I hope to create a respectful working relationship with both the people I help
and the supports that I connect with. Meegwitch.

SELF CARE VS SELF INDULGENCE
My name is Lisa Fedoriw. I recently joined The Brain
Injury Society as a Housing Facilitator, and have
very much enjoyed meeting
both those we support in the
community, as well my coworkers. I have worked in community support and education
for twenty-nine years. I am passionate about doing my best to
make a difference in the lives of
others.
BRAINWAVES

This newsletter is published quarterly by the Brain Injury
Society for the benefit of people with brain injuries, their families, friends, health care professionals and the interested public.
Brainwaves welcomes letters and relevant articles for publication, but reserves the right to edit any accepted submissions
for clarity and length. A signature, address, and telephone number are required.
The Brain Injury Society and Brainwaves editors take no
responsibility for, nor do they necessarily agree with, the opinions contained in articles, letters or advertising.
If you have moved or would like to be taken off our mailing list, contact: 250-490-0613 or email: info@sosbis.com
BRAINWAVES

Questions to ask yourself:
1.
2.
3.

Will the effects of this activity benefit me and
others long term?
Are the effects of this activity 100% positive?
Will this activity allow me to release stress and
anxiety?

With indulgence effects are short term and it is usually
a one-time occasion. It fulfills a temporary desire.
Indulgence may affect you negatively emotionally or
financially. Most importantly you may feel good during the activity, but worse afterwards.
With self-care effects are long term, with results not
showing immediately. You feel better and afterwards
too. Self-care nourishes you in some way: mentally,
physically or emotionally. It can be considered hard
work, and an ongoing process.
Submitted by Crystal Kruger, Outreach Support Worker
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ACQUIRED BRAIN INJURY TEAM

HEALTH & WELLNESS FAIR

You may have noticed that the Brain Injury team has
expanded and we have been lucky enough to welcome Jayne, ABI Case Manager and Monika, Support Worker to the team. The ABI team had a focus
meeting recently to discuss our support programs
and if there was any room for improvements. We
felt that the support programs are running very well
and have noticed the remarkable achievements clients have made through participation in the programs. We all recognized that we needed to help clients utilize their newly gained skills that they have
found during the support programs and transition
them into the community. We would like to explore
with each individual what community programs they
may be interested in and work with them to connect
to these programs. Here are a few examples of the
wonderful community programs we have already
helped our clients to get involved with and can help
you to.

Work Ready Program – Working together with
Foot Prints and Work BC the Brain Injury
Society can come along side clients to prepare
those who are seeking employment yet need
adjustments to their work schedule due to barriers.

Volunteer Program – There are many options in
the community to volunteer. The Brain Injury
Society has strong connections with community resources such as The Volunteer Center,
SPCA, Community Garden, and many Seniors
Facilities which can use volunteers.

Community Programs - The Brain Injury Society
has connections with many community resources such as the Seniors Center, The Community Recreation Center, Unity House,
Bowling Alley that will allow clients for easy
transition into community programs.

This year the Brain Injury Society had the privilege in
participating
in the Health
and Wellness
Fair joining
together with
services, vendors and businesses in our
community.
The purpose
of the fair was
to bring awareness and education to the public about
different facets of health care – physical, emotional,
spiritual.
The Brain Injury Society presented education on
Brain Injury Prevention – particularly in sport. A lot
of good information was shared between participants
and conversation was prompted around the types of
brain injuries people have obtained over the years.
One lady in particular shared that as a swim coach she
has seen many brain injuries. When it comes to sport
concussions, it never occurred to me that swimming
was in this category. She said that we would be surprised how many swimmers swim into the wall, hitting their head and obtaining a concussion.
Other participants thanked the Brain Injury Society
for bringing awareness to the public and said that it
was a much needed aspect to the fair.
I would like to thank Velda Teichroew and Natalie
MacDonald for volunteering at the fair: engaging in
conversation and clean up at the end.
Submitted by: Carolyn Huston, ABI Support Services

Submitted by: Annemarie de Jong, ABI Support Services

The Taste of
the Season
Group was
able to create
some very tasty
treats this year.
They would
like to thank all
the growers
that donated
fruits and vegetables to them.

BRAINWAVES
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FACILITATED GROUPS
Please contact your case manager at the office
250-490-0613 before attending any of these groups
as space is limited.
Community Connections
Community Connections is a program developed for
individuals interested in understanding some of the
resources that the Community of Penticton provides.
This includes organizations such as the Seniors Center, the Volunteer Center, the Community Center,
Work BC, Access Center and more. We will plan to
do an outing the second Tuesday of every month.
The time of day will depend on the availability of the
organization.
The meeting place for departure will be Common
Grounds. Times vary. See monthly calendar for more
details.

Facilitator: Carolyn Huston
Location: Meet at Common Ground Apartments

The Journey Ahead (Support Group)
During this group we will discuss various topics that
are pertinent to every day living. Through open discussion, peer support and education material individuals will learn coping strategies that best work for
themselves. Topics include: grief and loss, stress and
anxiety, memory strategies, identifying our value system and who we are. This is an interactive group
which will include discussion, creative activity and
games.

Facilitator: Carolyn Huston
Monday 1:30 – 3:00 p.m. (8 sessions)
Location: SOSBIS Group Room

Heads Up (Stroke Group)
Heads Up!
We’re happy to announce that with the start of a new
year we will be offering a new program for stroke survivors and their caregivers. Navigating life after a
stroke can be overwhelming and social support, feeling connected to other people, plays an important role
in stroke recovery. “Heads Up” offers a comfortable
environment to learn, share stories, gain encouragement and develop new friendships.
“Heads Up” for learning about stroke
Every group meeting starts with a 40 minute educational ‘session’ and provides information about stroke
BRAINWAVES

and the recovery process. This can include a variety of
topics such as memory, mobility, fatigue, prevention
and aphasia.
“Heads Up” for support
As mentioned before, social support plays an important role in stroke recovery. After the educational
session “Heads Up” offers room to share your story
with others and wants to give you the opportunity to
learn from other people. “Heads Up” can contribute
to ‘stretch your own limits’ within a safe environment.
“Heads Up” for caregivers
Caring is one of the most important and challenging
roles you will ever take on in your life. It can cause
high levels of emotional, mental and physical stress
for both the stroke survivor and caregiver. Caregivers
play such an important role throughout the poststroke recovery process and that is why we want to
support you.
Every first Tuesday of the month “Heads Up” invites
both stroke survivor and their caregiver to join the
group.

Facilitator: Annemarie de Jong
Tuesday 10:30 – 11:30 a.m.
Location: SOSBIS Group Room

Taste of the Season
Come out to create some great seasonal recipes: we
learn cooking/baking hints, nutritional substitutions
and the value of home cooking. As the Christmas season approaches we will be looking at preparing traditional dishes & goodies and perhaps even serve them
at our Open House on December 18.

Facilitator: Carolyn Huston
Fourth Tuesday of the month 1:30 – 3:00 p.m.
Location: Abbott Towers

Writing Out Loud
Writing Out Loud is a creative and expressive way to
communicate thought; whether through journaling,
poetry, short stories or simply writing down a few
words. Participants develop their social skills as they
share their writings in a safe and accepting way; expressing their points of view.
The emphasis of this group is about expression of
thought rather than grammatical knowledge.

Facilitator: Carolyn Huston
Thursday 1:30 – 3:00 p.m.
Location: Common Ground Apartments
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HOW DOES MUSIC AFFECT
YOUR BRAIN?
Music, Your Brain, & Wellbeing
One of the first things that happens when music enters our brains is the triggering of pleasure centers that release dopamine, a neurotransmitter that
makes you feel happy. This response is so quick, the
brain can even anticipate the most pleasurable peaks
in familiar music and prime itself with an early dopamine rush.
Beyond simply making you feel good, however,
there's evidence that music can even be good for
your health. Research has shown that listening to music is associated with upticks in immunity-boosting
antibodies and cells that protect against bacteria and
other invaders. Music has also proven to be effective
across a variety of treatment scenarios for conditions
ranging from premature birth to depression to Parkinson's disease.
Even in terms of brain development, music can play
a key role. Training to play an instrument, for instance, is believed to increase gray matter volume in
certain areas of the brain, not unlike how physical
exercise can tone and enlarge muscles. As a result, musicians often experience improvement in
brain functions like:

Auditory processing

Learning

Memory
How Music Improves Your Mood and Reduces Stress
Science has now proven what music lovers already
know, that listening to upbeat music can improve your mood.

Listening to and playing music reduces chronic
stress by lowering the stress hormone cortisol.

Music can make you feel more hopeful, powerful, and in control of your life.

Listening to sad music has its benefits too; if
you are going through a tough time, listening to
sad music is therapeutic and can help you get in
touch with your emotions to help you heal.

One of the ways music affects mood is by
stimulating the formation of certain brain
chemicals.

Interestingly, you can further increase dopamine by listening to a playlist that’s being shuffled; when one of your favorite songs unexpectedly comes up, it triggers a small dopamine
boost.
BRAINWAVES

Playing music with others or enjoying live music stimulates the brain hormone oxytocin; Oxytocin has been called the “trust molecule” and
the “moral molecule” since it helps us bond
with and trust others. As well, there’s evidence
that the oxytocin bump experienced by music
lovers can make them more generous and trustworthy.
SOSBIS Testimonial
In the month of October, SOSBIS has had the opportunity to bring in Melanie Konynenberg, music
teacher, to lead a small group of clients through sing a
longs and musical exercises every Thursday at 11:00
a.m. What I witnessed was nothing short of surprising
and awe inspiring.

Clients that have had a tough week were now
smiling and laughing

Many clients recognized songs and were able to
reminisce together and share memories

Individuals were able to express imagery that
they saw in their minds eye when listening to a
piece of classical music

Individuals who had their speech affected due
to brain injury were now singing familiar songs
word for word.
This was a pilot project we tried for a short period of
time, and hope to have Melanie back again as she did
an amazing job. If this program is something you
would be interested in, please let us know and we will
compile a list in hopes we can offer it again in the future.


Compiled by Carolyn Huston, ABI Support Services

References: Ashford University staff. (Student Lifestyle); June 2017
Deane Alban & Dr. Patrick Alban. (How Music Affects the Brain)

Brain Injury Support Services

Have you or a loved one experienced a brain injury or
stroke? If so, a Case Manager at the Brain Injury Society is
happy to meet with you to discuss your situation and
answer your questions.
Case Managers are advocates who can help you plan,
problem solve or assist you to navigate the myriad of
applications or forms which you may now be entitled to
accessing benefits from.
Case Managers can offer emotional
support and work with you to ensure that
your needs are met.
You are welcome to book an intake
appointment by calling our office
250-490-0613.
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INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE AND
TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY
Early results from a new study show links between
intimate partner violence and
traumatic brain injuries.
UBC Okanagan partnered
with the Kelowna Women’s
Shelter and the Elizabeth Fry
Society to research traumatic
brain injury in women who
have experienced violence.
One challenge with collecting data on this subject matter is that people with
these injuries must report the abuse themselves but
abuse reports are rare. So far forty women have been
recruited and were surveyed and tested for symptoms
of brain trauma like dizziness, trouble concentrating,
sensory-motor and cognitive functions.
Karen Mason, Executive Director at Kelowna Women's Shelter and her partner, Paul Van Donkelaar, Director in the School of Health and Exercise Sciences
at UBC Okanagan, specializing in traumatic brain injury presented their findings during a conference in
Kelowna on October 2nd.
The research uses a questionnaire that is specific for
survivors of intimate partner violence. “We are relying on self-report by the survivors themselves of the
episodes and the questionnaire basically asks them
about symptoms that are aligned with traumatic brain
injury. It is a lot more difficult than looking at contact
sport athletes where most of the time you have somebody who is present when the injury happens and
quite often it is obvious in the first few seconds after
the injury that a concussion has occurred.”

some kind of brain injury because the abuse they’re
experiencing is their norm. Post-traumatic stress disorder, anxiety and depression are common in the
women who access services. Some women show other troubling symptoms and have difficulty achieving
goals or demonstrated other types of behaviour that
may be signs of a brain injury.
“One of the most powerful things that has come out
of this research is that a lot of women had no clue
they might have a brain injury. They thought they just
couldn’t figure stuff out, they had a terrible memory,
and that really ties into the lack of self-esteem and
belief in themselves that is really entrenched after being in an abusive relationship. It gives them a new
sense of hope that they can move forward”.
The next step for Van Donkelaar’s research is translating this knowledge into interventions or supports
that can be provided and to develop a knowledge and
awareness tool to help front line workers to better
identify if somebody is suffering from a traumatic
brain injury.
Submitted by: Annemarie de Jong, ABI Case Manager

Resource:
Anna Dimoff, CBC News article posted March 06, 2017 and September 29, 2018
Conference Kelowna October 2nd

         
            
       

 




 


 
 

      


 

  


 






They found that the survivors of intimate partner violence have symptoms that are more severe than what
we are seeing in athletes who have acutely experienced concussions. “In athletes they can intervene
very quickly and we are measuring them within three
days of the injury while the average time after the survivors of intimate partner violence are being tested is
three years.”


 




























 









 


 







 








According to Karen Mason many of the women she
serves probably don’t know they may be suffering
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RENTSMART:
SUCCESSFUL TENANCIES
Successful tenancies are not only based on the rights
and responsibilities of landlords
and tenants. A third critical component to successful tenancies is
relationship; from ensuring the quiet enjoyment with neighbors and
roommates to effective conflict
management should conflict arise,
communication is foundational to
developing positive relationships
between landlords and tenants. The more landlords
and tenants communicate early about concerns that
arise, the more likely issues can be resolved before
they escalate.
Collaborative conversations are a strategy for including different perspectives in a conversation in order
to identify mutually beneficial solutions, and to make
better choices as a result. Collaborative conversations are a useful tool in conversations between landlords and tenants because they may help people to get
clarity about what is important to them regarding specific issues, and help to establish some actions that
produce desired outcomes. RentSmart graduates are
trained in how to have collaborative conversations.
Following are the 4 key steps to collaborative conversations:
Step 1: Set the tone for success

Get the other person’s agreement to have a
conversation.

Let them know that what they want also matters to you.

Assure them that the talk is for one purpose
only: creating solutions.

Figure out the issues to talk about.

Talk about one topic at a time.
Step 2: Listen
Don’t look for solutions yet! Listen first -- it encourages the other person to listen to you.

Empathize: identify and acknowledge the other
person’s feelings.

Paraphrase: using your own words, say back to
the other person what he/she has just said to
you.
BRAINWAVES



Ask open-ended questions: questions that start
with the words who, what, where, when, how,
whey and “tell me more about…”

Step 3: Assert
Now it’s your turn…. But it’s still too soon for solutions!

Say something positive about the person or
situation.

Describe the situation without favoring one
side or another.

Express your feelings (start with the word “I”).

Specify what you want from the other person.

Consequence: say how the other person will
benefit from doing what you ask.
Step 4: Brainstorm
Now is the time for solutions!

Work together to come up with ideas that
might meet the interests, wants and needs of
you both.

Come up with a few ideas. Decide which are
“good” or “bad”
Submitted by Opal Blackhall, Housing Locator

ORANGE SPICED APPLE CIDER
INGREDIENTS:
4 cups apple cider
1 medium orange,
cut into 1/2-inchthick slices
2 cinnamon sticks
2 teaspoons whole
cloves
1 teaspoon whole
black peppercorns
DIRECTIONS:
Combine the cider, orange slices, cinnamon sticks,
cloves and peppercorns in a large saucepan. Bring to a
simmer over medium heat. Reduce the heat to low
and cook until the cider is fragrant, about 20 minutes.
Serve warm.

Read more at https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/giada-de-laurentiis/orange-spiced-applecider-2637305
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HOW TO BE A GOOD TENANT!
There are three parts to having a successful tenant
landlord relationship. There are rights, responsibilities
and relationships. If you can accomplish these three
things you can
have a tenancy
that is harmonious and beneficial to both you
and your landlord.
First you must
have effective communication with your landlord,
your neighbors and your roommates. Being calm and
open to compromise will help you maintain healthy
relationships with anyone related to your tenancy.
Treat your neighbors the same way you would want
to be treated. Be a great neighbor and you will have
great neighbors in return. Always tell the landlord
about any issues with repairs, pests or neighbors.
Secondly, you have the right to quiet enjoyment of
your place. If noise issues with your neighbors come
up you need to contact the landlord. Letting the landlord know promptly with help reduce conflict with
your neighbors. You are also entitled to safe and sanitary conditions. Your property should be in good
repair. Report any problems promptly to your landlord. Tenants also have the right to proper notice
from the landlord. For things like evictions, inspections, repairs, or rent increases.
Lastly, your responsibilities as a tenant are very important for a successful tenancy. The most important
responsibility is to pay your rent on time and in full.
Make sure to pay your rent on or before the date it is
due. You also need to keep your rental space reasonably clean and make sure your guests or pets do not
damage the property. If damage is done repair it on
time. You also need to respect the quiet enjoyment of
other tenants. You must not endanger the safety of
others on the property. And last but not least, you
need to keep your utility bills paid up to date.
If you can accomplish these three things you will have
a very successful tenancy.

RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
Please contact the office before attending any of
these groups. Group numbers are limited due to
space and safety.
Creative Art Group
Abbott Towers - 90 Abbott Street
Pole Walking
Meet at Common Ground Apartments,
320 Brunswick Street. This group will
begin in the Spring
Yoga
Starlit Yoga, #102 - 100 Nanaimo Ave.
East
Yoga Instructor: Courtney will continue
to lead yoga that specifically targets exercises that help with balance and stretching.
Bowling
Roll N Stones Fun Centre,
1035 Westminster Ave. West
Volunteer Facilitator: Tina
To find out the schedule for all groups drop in to the office for a copy of the current calendar or see it posted on
our Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/SOSBIS).

DATES TO REMEMBER


















Submitted by Lindsay Moore, Housing Facilitator
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OKANAGAN FEST OF ALE
DONATION

As a result of the very successful 2018 Okanagan Fest
of Ale Craft Beer and Cider Festival, the Okanagan
Fest of Ale Society was able to donate proceeds to
charities in the community.
At a presentation held on October 11th, 2018 in
Penticton, Okanagan Fest of Ale Board of Directors,
event volunteers, sponsors, supporters and charitable
recipients gathered together to celebrate the success
of the 23rd annual Okanagan Fest of Ale Craft Beer
and Cider Festival. The Okanagan Fest of Ale Society
Board was thrilled to distribute funds amongst 20 well
-deserving, local charitable organizations at the combined charitable grant presentation and volunteer appreciation event.
“This is one of the largest disbursements to charity
we’ve had the pleasure of distributing and brings the
total donations made by the Society to $697,660” said
John Cruickshank, President of the Okanagan Fest of
Ale Society. Highlighting the event were presentations
made by representatives from each of the charitable
organizations detailing their organizations initiatives
and benefits to the community.
Cruickshank summarized, “On behalf of the Board of
Directors of the Okanagan Fest of Ale Society, we
would like to extend thanks to all vendors, sponsors,
supporters, volunteers, entertainers, judges, media and
attendees for making this event an incredible success
year over year.”
BRAINWAVES

Clients and staff enjoyed the opportunities they had to host
informational and craft booths this year.
Thank you to all those that helped to organize these events and
enabling us to participate.

Be sure to stay up-to-date with all SOSBIS events
by following & ‘Liking’ us on Facebook! South Okanagan
Similkameen Brain Injury Society or visit our
website www.sosbis.com
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CLIENT & STAFF OUTINGS
Clients and staff managed to get out in the
community on several
occasions this year.
They enjoyed the
wonderful weather &
friendship while also
bringing awareness to
the Brain Injury Society.

THANK YOU TO OUR FINANCIAL
SUPPORTERS & FUNDERS








Prince George Nechako Aboriginal Employment
& Training Association
Brain Injury Alliance
Interior Health Authority
United Way of the Central & South Okanagan/
Similkameen
BC Housing Management Commission
Okanagan Fest of Ale Society
Provincial Government for
Charitable Gaming

SUPPORT SOSBIS:
Make a donation & support the Brain Injury
Community. Please send your donation to:
South Okanagan Similkameen
Brain Injury Society
#2 - 996 Main Street, Penticton, BC V2A 5E4
A tax-deductible receipt will be issued
for all donations and gifts in-kind.
Or make a donation on the
SOSBIS website through:
CanadaHelps.org
Memorial donations are a kind and thoughtful way to
recognize the need to help the living and show respect
and remembrance
to a loved one,
friend or associate.
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Brain Injury Society

Annual General Meeting
and Christmas Dinner
Thursday, December 13, 2018
Shatford Centre, 760 Main Street
5:30 p.m. sharp

Please RSVP to info@sosbis.com
or call 250 490 0613
by Wednesday, November 30, 2018

BRAINWAVES
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